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1. Introduction
AECOM has been commissioned to provide design support to Deerhurst Parish
through the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG) funded
Neighbourhood Planning Programme, led by Locality.
This Design Guide has been produced to inform new development proposed in the
area. It presents a summary of the key characteristics of Deerhursh Parish Area, which
make this a special place to live and visit. This information is then used to inform specific
design guidelines to promote sustainable development.
The approach set out here is supported by the National Planning Policy Framework
(NPPF), which encourages local authorities to consider using design codes, or in
this case guidelines, to help deliver high quality outcomes for new development. It is
important however, that guidance finds the balance between promoting and reinforcing
local distinctiveness and allowing for innovation and originality. The NPPF suggests
that ‘design policies should be developed with local communities so they reflect local
aspirations and are grounded in an understanding and evaluation of each area’s defining
characteristics’ (Para 125, Pg 38, NPPF, 2018).
The NPPF also emphasises that ‘the creation of high-quality buildings and places is
fundamental to what the planning and development process should achieve. Good
design is a key aspect of sustainable development, creates better places in which to live
and work and helps make development acceptable to communities’ (NPPF, 2018). It is
therefore important that planning policies and decisions should address the connection
between people and places and how any new development will respond to and integrate
successfully into the natural, built and historic environment.

1.1. Objectives
The main objective of this document is to establish principles so that new development is
designed and planned with regard to the existing character and context of the Deerhurst
Parish within the Neighbourhood Plan. It sets out a series of design guidelines principally
relating to residential development.
The document initially provides context to the design guidelines including strategic
issues identified during the consultation carried out by the Deerhurst Parish Council. The
aspirations by the communities involved, although not strictly design issues, need to be
considered in the context of any design proposal.

1.2. Process
The following steps were undertaken to produce this document:
−− Initial meeting with members of the Deerhurst Parish Council and site visit;
−− Further site visits, character assessment and urban design analysis;
−− Preparation of design principles and guidelines to be used to assess future
developments;
−− Draft report with design guidelines; and
−− Final report.

AECOM
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2. Context
2.1. Location and area of
study

Deerhurst

Deerhurst is a rural parish, at its most northern point it is
located approximately 3.2km south of Tewkesbury, within
the Tewkesbury Borough Council area of Gloucestershire.
The neighbourhood is approximately 12.2 kilometres, with
a population of 906 according to the 2011 census.
The parish includes the settlements of Deerhurst,
Apperley, Lower Apperley, Walton Hill and Deerhurst
Walton. It is situated within farmland to the north and
south and flood plain to the south and west from the River
Severn. There a numerous isolated properties scattered
throughout the farmland, with some larger villages
including Apperley and Deerhurst.

Apperley

B4213
Walton Hill
Deerhurst Walton

The villages have a variety of listed buildings. There are
no railway lines, limited transport services and no street
lights, which adds to the sense of tranquillity in the area.
Primary access to Deerhurst is along the B4213, which
leads from the A38 and connects the Parish with
Tewkesbury, Cheltenham and Gloucester. Minor Roads
connect Deerhurst, Apperley, Deerhurst Walton and
Walton Hill to the B4213; and Deerhurst to Apperley.

Lower Apperley

Coombe Hill SSSI

The western boundary is defined by the River Severn,
while the eastern boundary is largely defined by the A38.

Figure 1 Neighbourhood Plan Area
AECOM
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16th Century

Manor houses were
constructed in Deerhurst,
timber framed and
thatched roofs which
continued into the 17th
century.

Deerhurst is subjected
to severe flooding and
declined due to the
constant damage from
repeated flooding.

17th Century

1530

Apperley is thought to
have been formed.

13th Century

Deerhurst Parish
presumably belonged
to the monastery before
Edward the Confessor
divided the property
between Westminster
Abbey and the Abbey of
St Denis, Paris, which then
later became a part of the
Tewkesbury Abbery.

1210

804 AD
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50 out of 100 houses
within the Parish were now
located in Apperley, which
continued to expand.

Several small settlements
had been constructed in
Apperley, with one older
property being located off
Wightfield.

Deerhurst and Walton are
listed for the first time.

AECOM
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20th Century

18th Century

Deerhurst has now a total
of 26 properties which
then doubled within the
19th Century.

2007

Cottages were built in
Deerhurst out of brick to
help withstand flooding
and Apperley continued to
expand with cottages and
small farm settlements.

1829

1811

AECOM

Deerhurst has now a total
of 26 properties which
then doubled within the
19th Century.

29 houses were damaged
during the severe flooding
that occured in Deerhurst.
Flooding defences have
since been improved.

Deerhurst began to
decline as several
cottages were demolished
due to severe flooding in
1947, which led to only
15 houses to remain.
However, in Apperley
private homes were being
constructed.
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2.3. Environmental
designations
−− The Coombe Hill Canal and Meadows Special Site of
Scientific Interest (SSSI) is located in the south-east
of the parish. The site has previously been restored
by Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust after it suffered
significant damage from the floods in 2007.
−− There are 35 listed buildings within the parish,
representing the historical and architectural interest
in the area. There are three Grade I listed, one Grade
II* and thirty-one Grade II. The Grade I listed buildings
located in Deerhurst are The Church of St Mary’s,
The Priory Farmhouse and Odda’s Chapel. There are
several clusters of listed buildings in Apperley and
more listed buildings in Deerhurst, Walton Hill and
Deerhurst Walton.
−− The village of Deerhurst is registered as a
scheduled monument (NHLN 1018632) for
previously being a monastic site. The area has
clear Saxon origin with St Mary’s Priory Church
being the most complete building within the
complex, with some elements surviving from the
8th century. Odda’s Chapel is one of the most
complete Saxon churches in England surviving
and is precisely dated to AD1056.

−− SSSI designation

−− Scheduled monument
−− Grade I

−− Grade II*
Figure 2: Environmental designations
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−− Grade II
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2.4. Public Rights of Way
(PRoW’s)
−− Within the parish there is a total of 50km of footpaths
and bridleways. Deerhurst village is a popular
destination for walkers, some of whom walk along the
River Severn from Tewkesbury. Apperley is popular for
walkers following circular routes taking in Deerhurst
village.
−− Severn Way (long distance footpath) and the Sabrina
Way (long distance bridleway) pass through the Parish.

Figure 3: PRoW location map
Contains Ordnance Survey Data © Crown Copyright and database right 2019. Reproduced from Ordnance
Survey digital map data © Crown copyright 2019. All rights reserved. Licence number 0100031673.
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2.5. Public Consultation
Members of the local community and local interest groups
were invited to share their knowledge and experience of
the Deerhurst Parish area, which was conducted through
a meeting on the 27th June 2019. The observations made
have been used to inform this Design Guide.
Several key considerations and strategic issues
emerged from the consultation, which have informed the
preparation of the Design Guide. These issues have been
identified at a wider scale and represent the aspirations

of Deerhurst Parish that can be achieved through design.
These are summarised below:
−− Influences from the River Severn with the reoccurring
issues of flooding in the Parish.
−− Ageing population.
−− Limited access to shops and facilities.
−− Limited transportation links to and from the area.
−− A38 becoming heavily congested during peaks times.
−− Preservation of views of Tewkesbury Abbey, Malvern
Hills, Bredon Hill, May Hill and the Cotswolds
−− Protecting dark skies by the lack of street lighting
The guidelines set out below respond to these issues.

12
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2.6. Proposed and recent
developments
─ Erection of 2 no. dwellings with garages, access drives and parking
spaces with discharge conditions - Under construction.
─ New single dwelling house with material and landscaping discharge
conditions –Under construction.
─ Proposed residential development comprising of 13 affordable housing
( 4 No. 1 bed flats, 4 No.2 bed houses and 5 No.3 bed houses) – October
2009. Dwellings were released by the Borough in September 2011.

AECOM
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3. Character assessment
3.1. Introduction

the Parish. Each of the four character areas will now be
considered in turn.

This section outlines the broad physical, historical and
contextual characteristics of Deerhurst Parish. Character
assessment is used to describe and articulate what is
special and distinctive about a place. It is used to identify
recognisable patterns or elements of characteristics
that make one place different from another. This report is
focussed on the character of the urban townscape and its
rural landscape context. The features introduced in this
section are later used to inform the design guidelines.

3.2. Existing character
assessments and design
guidance
Gloucestershire County Council published a Landscape
Character Assessment in 2017. The majority of the
Deerhurst Parish neighbourhood area lies within
the Severn and Avon Vales landscape type. The
neighbourhood area is largely influenced by the River
Severn where the settlements lie within its floodplain.

3.3. Character Assessment
For the purposes of the report, four distinct character
areas have been identified within Deerhurst Parish, as
shown in Figure 4. These are detailed below and were
originally identified in the Severn and Avon Vales 2017
landscape assessment, as well as a local site visit to
AECOM

Figure 4: Character Area Overview
Contains Ordnance Survey Data © Crown Copyright and
database right 2019
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Majority one-sided linear
developments

3.3.1. Deerhurst Village

Settlement pattern

- The settlement has developed along Apperley Road to
the west and south. It is largely influenced from its history
of the monastery and the Priory, especially around the St
Mary’s Priory Church and Odda’s Chapel.
- Deerhurst village has also been influenced by the
recurring flooding from the River Severn. Flood defences
were improved after the flood of 2007, to minimise future
damage to the village.
- Barn Road is the main access gateway in and out of the
village, leading to Deerhurst Walton and Apperley.
- Two minor roads lead from the road through Deerhurst:
north-west to the St Mary’s Priory Church and Odda’s
Chapel; and south to the Old Vicarage.

Figure 5: Deerhurst village settlement pattern

Contains Ordnance Survey Data © Crown Copyright and database right 2019. Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data © Crown copyright 2019.
All rights reserved. Licence number 0100031673. © Historic England 2019. Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2019
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Heritage assets

- 11 listed buildings are located within Deerhurst.
Odda’s Chapel, St Mary’s Priory Church and The Priory
Farmhouse.There are the three Grade 1 listed buildings in
the parish. There are a further 8 Grade 2 listed buildings in
Deerhurst.
- Deerhurst has areas recognised as a scheduled
monument (NHLE 1018632) due to its Saxon and medieval
monastic site, and medieval settlement in and around the
village.

Green spaces, public realm and
streetscape

- Lanes within Deerhurst have grass verges that line the
edges of the highway with intersections of concrete for
access to properties driveways.
- Front gardens are well-vegetated with hedges and some
mature trees, surrounded by pasture.

Pattern and layout of buildings

- Large detached properties, some having exposed front
and back gardens, are visible from the street scene.
- Two large fields separate residential properties from
Odda’s Chapel and St Mary’s Priory Church.
- Many buildings date from the 16th, 17th and 18th
century, with some more modern housing.

- Green infrastructure within the village is well-connected
though grass verges, hedgerows and mature trees.
- Streetscape features include decorative street signage
and a former telephone box, which is now used as a library
for residents.

Pasture farmlands (acting as flood defences) surrounding
properties
Individual detached properties

St Mary’s Priory Church

Deerhurst School (until 1966)
AECOM

Adapted telephone box,
used as library

Educational signage

Properties are mainly located on one side of the roads in
Deerhurst village

17
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Views and landmarks

- Odda’s Chapel is the second Anglo-Saxon church
and landmark in Deerhurst and is another well-visited
landmark. It is a single two cell building of nave and
chancel. An inscription, dating it to 1056 is now in the
Ashmoleum museum in Oxford. The chapel is maintained
by English Heritage. It also attracts a significant number of
visitors.
- St Mary’s Priory Church is a landmark which attracts
visitors from all over the world. It has been the focus
of a number of historical books, research articles and
historical lectures. It dates from 8th century and is one
of the most complete buildings in England to survive
from before the Norman conquest. A painted figure of
an Anglo-Saxon date is likely to be the oldest known wall
painting in any church in Britain.
- View from unnamed road in Deerhurst village facing
north towards to St Mary’s Priory Church and its
surrounding grounds. (View 1)

View 1 - St Mary’s Priory Church
and grounds

Figure 6: Deerhurst village Key Views

-View north-west of the undulating landform with the River
Severn floodplain beyond (View 2).
- View along Barn Road to Deerhurst village, looking
across an undulating landscape towards the Malvern Hills.
(View 3)

View 2 - View north-west of the undulating landform with the
River Severn floodplain beyond

View 3 - View of undulating landform towards Deerhurst
Village

Contains Ordnance Survey Data © Crown Copyright and database right 2019. © Historic England 2019. Contains Ordnance
Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 2019 The Historic England GIS Data contained in this material was
obtained on 15/08/2019.
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Building line and boundary
treatment

- Properties are separated from the road by front gardens
and driveways with open countryside to the rear.
- Mature hedges are common, providing a soft boundary
to properties.
- Parkland fencing surrounds fields of pasture and former
orchards.
- One residential property in the area uses a combination
of brick and railings to create a decorative enclosed
boundary.

Building heights and roofline

- Properties have a mixture of pitched and hipped roofs
and one or more chimneys.
- Dormer windows are also present on some properties,
creating an interesting roofline.
- Clay tiles are typical.
- Building heights vary due to properties not all facing the
same direction, some face the road and others are side
facing.
- All properties are no taller than two storeys.

Architecture

- Brick or brick rendered patios are used at entrances to
properties, as well as the use of decorative brick features
surrounding windows.
- Painted brick and timber are used to add architectural
interest.
- Some properties have been re-rendered.
- Window frames are typically white or coloured to match
the character of the property. Older properties in the area
still retain their timber framed windows.

Brick combined with railings

Two storey properties with pitched roofs

Timber roofing tiles

Parkland fencing

Two storey properties with hipped roofs

Clay roofs with dormers

AECOM
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Land use, levels of activity and
parking

- Land use is predominantly residential, ecclesiastical or
agricultural farming.
- There is no on-street parking due to the narrow width of
the lanes.
- Properties have large private driveways and some have
garages that can accommodate more than one vehicle.
- There is a small gravel layby where visitors to The Priory
Church of St Mary’s park. There is another small car park
opposite Odda’s Chapel, used by visitors or walkers..
- Evidence of traditional orchards remain near the church.

Meandering lanes with no parking facilities

Evidence of original orchards

20
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Positive aspects of character
- Grass verges throughout the LCA connect the
surrounding countryside to the village.

- Lack of on-street parking maintains clear access to
the village, whilst the absence of street lighting retains
the rural character and dark skies that are valued by the
community. Any new development or alterations to an
existing building within the whole of the village needs
careful consideration as Deerhurst is a scheduled
monument.
- Mature trees and other vegetation screen properties and
frame views.

Grass verges lining the lanes

Private driveway

Modern modifications

Properties screened from the lane

Green infrastructure throughout the village

Farm buildings are in current use

- Modern but sympathetic alterations have been made to
some properties which fit well within the character of the
area.

Issues to be addressed in design
guidelines
- To avoid the erosion of the green infrastructure
throughout the village.

- Detailed consideration is required for any development
around Odda’s Chapel Scheduled monument and the
listed St Mary’s Priory Church.
- Flooding imposes a large risk of damage to any potential
new and current development. Considerations into design
and location would be essential.

AECOM
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Linear developments

Cul de Sac developments

3.3.2. Apperley

Settlement pattern

- Deerhurst Road, School Road,Sawpit Lane and Gabb
Lane cross at the centre of the village. Sawpit Lane and
School Road link the village to the B4213. Deerhurst Road
links Apperley with Deerhurst village.
- The history of the village is evident with older
settlements merging into one with no obvious village
centre.
- A number of cul-de-sacs have been developed off the
main access road of the B4213.
- Several properties, Holy Trinity Church and mature
trees surround The Green and a small pond. The Green is
common land on which sits the war memorial

Feature facing
developments

A property facing the settlement feature
Figure 7: Apperley settlement pattern
Contains Ordnance Survey Data © Crown Copyright and database right 2019. Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data © Crown copyright
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Heritage assets

- 19 listed buildings, 18 of which are Grade II listed and one
is Grade II* within Apperley and Lower Apperley. Wightfield
Manor is registered as a Grade II* (NHLE: 1088690) which
is now used as a farmhouse. Grade II listed buildings are
the Yew Tree Farmhouse and the former Sunday school,
by the Methodist Chapel.

Green spaces, public realm and
streetscape

- Some large front gardens distance the properties from
Sawpit Lane as they are highly vegetated and provide
screening. The trees which line an access road that leads
to Deerhurst to the north form a natural archway.
- The four roads that meet in the centre of Apperley are
Sawpit Lane, Gabb Lane, Deerhurst Road and School
Road (also known as Bath Road). Within this intersection
there is green space with a traditional road sign, Parish
notice board and post-box

Pattern and layout of buildings

- The majority of houses are built on a raised landform with
large front gardens sloping up to the properties.
- The buildings located here range from the 17th up until
the 21st century.
- The layout of buildings is generally in a regular pattern
with properties set back from the road with a driveway.

- Apperley Village Hall is located to the east of Apperley
off Sawpit Lane. Apperley Cricket Club, to the south of
the village, welcomes both playing and social members.
Together they serve the Parish of Deerhurst as the only
community facilities.

Oak House

- The grassed area at The Green in Apperley is common
land and the site of the war memorial. Between the grass
and Holy Trinity Church there is a small pond and several
willow trees. Together with adjacent grass verges and
mature trees, this is the most important open space within
the village.

Tree archway

- Several large private gardens provide green
infrastructure connecting the LCA to the surrounding
countryside.

Holy Trinity Church, Apperley

AECOM

Two storey detached properties
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Views and landmarks;

- The war memorial within the green space with a duck
pond creates a focal point within the LCA.(View 4)
- The Farmer’s Arms pub located on the B4213 which
offers views across the undulating landform and the
Cotswold escarpment located in the background. (View 5)
-View towards the River from the Green (View 6)
- View towards the River Severn from Deerhurst Road
(View 7)
- View towards the Cotswold escarpment from Deerhurst
Road (View 8)

Figure 8: Apperley Key Views

View 4 - The Green
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View 5- View across undulating landform and the Cotswold escarpment
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View 6- View towards the River Severn from the Green

View 7 - View towards the River Severn from Deerhurst Road

AECOM

View 8 - View towards the Cotswold escarpment from Deerhurst Road
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Building line and boundary
treatment

- Some brick walls combined with railings have been used
to define property boundaries.
- Low hedges combined with grass verges create soft
boundaries around properties.
- Properties are set back from the lane with grass verges
and large front gardens.

Building heights and roofline

Architecture

- Pitched and hipped roofs are generally used within this
Apperley.

- Decorative brick features surrounding window features.

- Properties are mostly two storeys, but there are some
bungalows scattered along roads such as School Road.

- Properties appear to be alternating in heights due to
having to adapt to the topography in the area.

- Porches surrounding doorways.
- Modern properties often include bay windows located
on the ground floor.
- Solar panels have been installed on the roofs of some
properties.

- Properties are set back at different distances from the
street.

26

- One or two brick chimneys are commonly found on
either or both sides of the roof.

Hedges used as a natural boundary

Two storey detached properties

Hipped roofs with brick chimney features

Brick wall

Modernised bungalows

Painted brick

AECOM
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Land use, levels of activity and
parking
- Land use is mostly residential with some occasional
public spaces and farming

- The majority of properties have private driveways and
garages. Other properties have access to a layby that
provides off street parking, for example along Sawpit
Lane.
- Green spaces within the settlement, maintain
connection both visually and materially for residents and
wildlife to the surrounding countryside.
Private garages and driveways

Modified modern garages

AECOM
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Positive aspects of character

- The edges of the roadside are predominated by grass
verges and small kerbs. These should be maintained for
biodiversity.
- Dense vegetation screens properties and retains a rural
connection to the countryside.
- Modern properties have been designed to reflect the
local vernacular of the area.

Issues to be addressed in design
guidelines

Houses overlooking the duck pond

Adapted access

Private driveways

Grass verges and tree planting

Parking bays

Highly vegetated front gardens

- Two storey properties are a popular form within the
Apperley and these could be adapted to reach the needs
of the aging population with the use of ramps or spilt level
design depending on topography of the sites.
- If potential development was to occur in this area, the
highway infrastructure may not be able to accommodate
increasing levels of traffic driven by the development and
its additional residents. Infrastructure need, design and
capacity should be considered. Any medium/large scale
infrastructure can not be accommodated by the current
infrastructure.

28
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Linear developments

Farming developments

3.3.3. Deerhurst Walton LCA03
(includes Walton Hill and Hoo Lane)

Settlement pattern

- Deerhurst Walton and Walton Hill are located on a narrow
lane that provides the only access to these settlements.
While there is acces at both ends of the lane onto the
B4123, the western access and egress is extremely
narrow and limits the capacity to traffic on this minor road.
- Hoo Lane is located to the north of Deerhurst Walton
with access from the A38.
- Former farmsteads have since been converted into
larger residential properties.
- The settlement is distributed unevenly, as there is no
obvious centre where development originated.
- Low-lying properties are prone to flooding which
influences the development to the northern side of the
lane. Flood defences were recently added in Deerhurst
Walton to protect these properties from river flooding but
this area is also prone to pluvial flooding due to higher
ground to the north.

Figure 9: Deerhurst Walton settlement pattern
Contains Ordnance Survey Data © Crown Copyright and database right 2019. Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data © Crown
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Heritage assets

- There are 5 listed buildings in Deerhurst Walton LCA,
all situated within half a mile of each other along a single
track lane.
- Dovecote and Cider House, Grange Farm (NHLE:
1152168)
- Manor Farm Barn and Stables (NHLE: 1341678)
- Manor Farmhouse (NHLE: 1262755)
- Upper Farmhouse (NHLE: 1088701)

Green spaces, public realm and
streetscape

- Properties are surrounded by open countryside to the
north and south.
- There is no street lighting.
- Vegetation provides screening along both edges of the
lane and properties have well-vegetated front gardens.
- Public realm consists of walkers, riders and cyclists that
use the lane.

Pattern and layout of buildings

- Many Deerhurst Walton and Walton Hill properties are
set back, with large front gardens and driveways, in an
irregular pattern from the lane.
- Farm houses have been converted for residential use.
- Plots often contain a number of buildings with outbuildings sometimes converted for other uses.
- The buildings are well spaced , with out-buildings often
located some distance from the main property.

- Notcliffe House (NHLE: 1152197).

Upper Farm Farmhouse

Views of the farmsteads off Hoo Lane

Buildings are not directly on the lane

Traditional thatched roofs

Vegetated lane sides

Set back by front gardens

30
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Views and landmarks;

- From Deerhurst Walton, Walton Hill and Hoo Lane, far
reaching views can be seen across the Parish and beyond.
The view towards Grove Barn, Deerhurst backed by the
Malvern Hills is seen from the meeting of the B4213
and the A38. The A38 runs along a ridge, where there
are open views to the Malvern Hills to the West, and the
Cotswold escarpment to the East. From Hoo Lane, views
of the Priory Church of St Mary’s can be seen, nestled in
Deerhurst village, with the Malvern Hills behind. Facing
North, there are interrupted views of Tewkesbury Abbey.
- The Grade 2 Upper Farmhouse believed to date
from prior to 16th century, is black and white timber
construction, and maintains its thatched roof,
representing the architectural age of this building.
- Views taken from listed building 15 towards Apperley.
(View 9)
-View from listed building 15 looking towards the Cotswold
escarpment (View 10)

Contains Ordnance Survey Data © Crown Copyright and
database right 2019. © Historic England 2019. Contains

Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right

2019 The Historic England GIS Data contained in this material
was obtained on 15/08/2019.
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Figure 10: Deerhurst Walton Key Views

View 10- View taken from listed building 15 towards the Cotswold escarpment
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View 11- View towards Deerhurst Walton and Cotswold escarpment

View 12- View from Hoo Lane towards the Malvern Hills

View 13- View looking towards Deerhurst from the edge of Hoo Lane

-View towards Deerhurst Walton and the Cotswold escarpment (View 11).
- View from Hoo Lane towards the Malvern Hills (View 12).
- View looking towards Deerhurst from the edge of Hoo Lane (View 13).
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Building line and boundary
treatment

- Boundaries are typically delineated by brick walls in
combination with decorative railings.
- Timber fencing has also been used to enclose the land
owned by the properties.
- Large hedges define the boundaries of some properties.
- Decorative stone walls combined with plants are used to
define a property boundary.

Building heights and roofline

Architecture

- Throughout the LCA there are a variety of styles of
roofing including pitched and hipped roofs.

- Timber cladding forms part of the alterations made to
some properties.

- Dormer windows are generally located on the front of the
properties.

- One thatched cottage roof remains in the LCA with a
painted brick exterior.

- One or more chimneys are located within the roofline,
usually either side of the ridgeline

- Some properties in the area have bay windows located
on the ground floor.

- Buildings are a mixture of two storey houses and
bungalows.

- Properties are largely constructed from red brick, with
lighter colours of brick occasionally used.

- A property located the east of Deerhurst Walton has a
decorative roof pattern, which adds visual interest.

Red brick combined with climbing plants

Staggered roofline

Decorative roof pattern

Timber picket fencing

Hipped roofed property with out buildings

Painted brick

AECOM
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Land use, levels of activity and
parking
- The LCA is accessible by a single narrow lane which
prevents the use of on street parking in the area.
- Private driveways and garages are common.
- The settlement is small and isolated and therefore levels
of activity are relatively low.
- The B4213 runs across this LCA from the A38 to the east
to the Deerhurst Corner and then to the west of the LCA.
The lane through Deerhurst Walton and Walton Hill joins
the B4213 at both ends. Access to properties on Hoo
Lane is from the A38 opposite the Odessa Inn.

Meandering narrow lanes surrounded by hedges

View from B4213 across Deerhurst Walton to Cotswold escarpment
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Positive aspects of character
- Utilisation of farm buildings as additional
accommodation is typical of many of the houses.

Issues to be addressed in design
guidelines
- Access to the settlement is restricted to one lane,
limiting opportunities for future development.

- The southern part of the LCA is at risk of severe flooding.
Flood defences have been built to protect properties
flooded in 2007. The area falls within the ‘High Risk Flood
Area’ EVT5 within the Tewkesbury Local Plan and also
within the Environment Agency Flood Zone 3. It is also at
risk of plurial flooding from higher ground to the North,
requiring water to be pumped onto the flood plain to the
South.

AECOM

Thatched roofs

Lanes leading to private farms

Properties are set back with front gardens

Private driveways in converted buildings

Floods at Deerhurst Walton in 2007 prior to improved flood
defence work

Brick walls with decorative climbing plants
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Limited development
on flood plain

3.3.4. River Severn, floodplain and
SSSI (LCA04)

Landscape structure

- This landscape falls within the floodplain of the River
Severn, which flows from North to South along the
western boundary of the LCA.
- The only access road in the LCA is Gabb Lane which
has limited settlements along it. There is also only one
crossing point of the river in the LCA which provides
access to Tirley.
- Located in the southern part of Deerhurst Parish,
the Coombe Hill Canal and Meadows is run by the
Gloucestershire Wildlife Trust and comprises 105
hectares of grassland and meadows. Within this is the
Coombe Hill Canal SSSI, which covers 20 hectares.
- Wetland vegetation within the Coombe Hill Canal
Meadows lines the Canal running south along the Parish
boundary

Figure 11: River Severn and Coombe Hill Canal settlement pattern

Contains Ordnance Survey Data © Crown Copyright and database right 2019. Reproduced from Ordnance Survey digital map data © Crown
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Green spaces, public realm and
streetscape

Pattern and layout of buildings

- Settlement in this area is limited to the higher ground,
due to the issue of flooding on low lying ground.

- Large areas of pasture fields are separated by
hedgerows and mature trees.

- There is a caravan park located at the end of Gabb Lane,
that has been modified to help withstand flooding. They
have placed the caravans on tall stilits to raise them off
the ground.

- There is a small area of common land by the River. The
Severn Way alongside the caravan park and across the
front of the Inn. There are also footpaths and bridleways
leading to Apperley (up the hill), the B4213 to the South
and Deerhurst to the North.
- The Coalhouse Inn provides an outdoor seating area that
overlooks the River Severn

River Severn footpaths

- Individual farmsteads are screened by vegetation and
long gated driveways.

- Shrubs and trees line the edge of the River Severn
defining its boundary and maintaining the green
infrastructure in the area.
- Public rights of way include the Severn Way (footpath)
and Sabrina Way (bridleway). The Severn Way runs from
Powys to Bristol. The Sabrina Way runs from Great
Barrington in Gloucestershire to Hartington in Derbyshire.
Other PRoW’s provide access to Coombe Hill through the
SSSI and to other areas of the Parish. Public rights of way
within this LCA are all underwater when the River Severn
overtops its flood bank. .

Footpaths along the disused canal

AECOM

Public Rights of Way

Properties set back by the minor road by farmland

Nature reserve information board

Set back with grass verges
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- Views west along the Coombe Hill Canal
looking at the disused canal and the
vegetation that has colonised the area.
(View 14)
- Views west from Wainlode Lane with views
of the mature vegetation surrounding the
river. (View 15)
- Views from The Coalhouse Inn across the
River Severn and vegetation surrounding it.
(View 16)

View 14- Views around the Canal and the SSSI

View 15- Views around the Canal and the SSSI
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Figure 12; River Severn, floodplain and SSSI Key Views

View 16- Views across the River Severn
AECOM
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Building line and boundary
treatment

Building heights and roofline

Architecture

- Fields and River Severn are defined by hedgerows and
mature trees.

- Hipped roofs with dormers located on the front of
properties are common.

- Painted brick is used in yellow, red and white.

- The properties in the area have timber fencing to define
their boundaries and land surrounding the property.

- The roofline is disrupted by multiple chimneys that
provide interest to the roofline.

- The River Severn has flood defences running north to
south of its route. These are a combination between flood
banks and flood gates located along access tracks.

- Caravans have been raised from the ground due to
flooding risk.

- The properties in this LCA are two storeys high

- Porches are used over doorways.

- uPVC windows have been coloured to match the exterior
of the building.

Buildings set back with hedges and vegetation

Caravans raised on structures above the highest river flood
level

Small chimneys in pitched roofs

Development influenced by flooding of the River

A screened two storey property

Brick constructed property

AECOM
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Land use, levels of activity and
parking
- A network of PRoW cross the area that offer scenic
walking routes.

- There is a private car park associated with the Coalhouse
Inn and a car park for the SSSI which is accessed through
Coombe Hill.
- Residential properties have private driveways.
- Pasture is common along the banks of the River Severn

River Severn floodplain

Pasture Farmland
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Positive aspects of character
- The River Severn and the SSSI offer significant
importance to ecology and biodiversity in the area.

Issues to be addressed in design
guidelines

- Regular flooding in the area has caused damage to some
properties or restricts access to them. Some properties
have been modified to mitigate the effects of being
flooded and a few have been protected by flood defences.

AECOM

Mature trees within the floodplain

Hasfield Hill in the distant view

Information boards

Boat use along the River Severn

Coombe Hill Canal (disused)

Caravans raised on structures above the highest river flood
level
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4. Design codes
4.1. Introduction
This section is divided into two parts. The first is a set
of key elements to consider when assessing a design
proposal. These are presented as general questions which
should be addressed by developers and their design
teams who should provide clarification and explanation
as necessary. The second part is design guidance setting
out the expectations of the Deerhurst Parish.
It is important that full account is taken of the local context
and that the new development responds to and enhances
“sense of place” and meets the aspirations of people
already living in that area. The aim of this section is to
produce design guidelines that help to assess design
quality and appropriateness in residential development
proposals. Images have been used to reflect good
examples of local architecture.
The guidelines developed in this document focus on
residential development, considering the character of the
immediate neighbouring buildings and the townscape
and landscape of the surrounding area. The local pattern
of streets and spaces, building traditions, materials and
the natural environment should all help to determine
the character and identity of new development whilst
recognising that new building technologies can deliver
acceptable built forms and may sometimes be more
relevant.

4.2. General Design
Considerations

−− Respect surrounding buildings in terms of scale,
height, form and massing.

This section sets out a series of general design principles
followed by questions against which the development
proposals should be evaluated.

−− Incorporate necessary services and drainage
infrastructure without causing unacceptable harm to
retained features.

As an initial appraisal, there should be evidence that
development proposals have considered and applied the
following general design principles:

−− Ensure all components e.g. buildings, landscapes,
access routes, parking and open space are well
related to each other; to provide a safe, attractive and
cohesive environment.

−− Harmonise with and enhance the existing settlement
in terms of physical form, movement pattern and land
use.

−− Adopt contextually appropriate materials and details.

−− Relate well to local topography and landscape
features, including prominent ridge lines and longdistance views.

−− Make enough provision for sustainable waste
management (including facilities for kerbside
collection, waste separation and minimisation where
appropriate) without adverse impact on the street
scene, the local landscape or the amenities of
neighbours.

−− Reinforce or enhance the established character of
streets, squares and other spaces.

−− Sensitively integrate energy efficient technologies
within the scheme at the start of the design process.

−− Integrate with existing paths, streets, circulation
networks and patterns of activity.
−− Provide adequate open space for the development in
terms of both quantity and quality.
−− Reflect, respect and reinforce local architecture and
historic distinctiveness.
−− Retain and incorporate important existing landscape
and built form features into the development.

AECOM
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4.2.1. Key points to consider when
assessing planning applications

−− The aim is to assess all proposals by objectively
answering the questions below. Not all the questions
will apply to every development. The relevant ones,
however, should provide an assessment overview as
to whether the design proposal has considered the
context and provided an adequate design proposal.
Following these fundamental principles, there are
number of questions related to the design guidelines
which should be used to evaluate the quality and
appropriateness of development proposals.

Landscape/townscape structure
or settlement pattern
−− What are the essential characteristics of the existing
settlement and street pattern; are these reflected in
the proposal?
−− Does the proposal respect local landscape features
including topography and hydrology?
−− What are the important landscape or historic features
within and surrounding the site? Have these features
including existing trees been considered in the
proposal?
−− If located in a conservation area, does the proposal
respond to the characteristics of the conservation
area?
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−− How does the proposal relate to its setting? Are there
any important links both physical and visual that
currently exists on and adjacent to the site?

−− In rural and edge of settlement locations does the
development impact the tranquillity of the area and
has this been fully considered?

−− Does the proposal maintain or enhance the existing
gaps between settlements?

−− Has the impact on the landscape quality of the area
been considered?

−− How will the new design or extension integrate with the
existing street arrangement?

−− Does the proposal positively contribute to the quality
of the public realm and streetscape?

−− Does it favour accessibility and connectivity over culde-sac models? If not, why?

−− Is there adequate amenity space for the development?

−− Are the new points of access appropriate in terms of
patterns of movement?
−− Do the new points of access and street layout take
regard for all users of the development; in particular
pedestrians, cyclists and those with disabilities?
−− Do the points of access conform to the statutory
technical requirements?

Green spaces, public realm and
street scape
−− Does the new proposal respect or enhance the
existing area or adversely change its character?

−− Does the proposal maintain or enhance the existing
landscape features including trees on or adjacent to
the site?
−− How does the proposal affect the character of a rural
or edge of settlement location?

−− Does the new development respect and enhance
existing amenity space?
−− Have opportunities for enhancing existing amenity
spaces been explored?
−− Will any communal amenity space be created? If so,
how this will be used by the new owners and how will it
be managed?
−− Have all aspects of security been fully considered and
integrated into the design of the buildings and open
spaces?

Pattern and layout of buildings

−− What is the pattern and layout of existing buildings and
have these been respected in the proposal?
−− Does the proposal maintain the character of existing
building layouts and their relationship with the main
roads through the settlement?

AECOM
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−− If the design is within or adjacent to a heritage
asset, have the elements which contribute to their
significance been considered in the proposal?
(Heritage assets include listed buildings, scheduled
ancient monuments, registered landscapes and
registered battlefields.)
−− Does the proposal affect or change the setting and
significance of a heritage asset?

Views and landmarks

−− What are the existing key views and visual landmarks in
the area and have these been retained and enhanced
in the proposal?
−− Where long distance views exist, how are these
respected in the design?
−− Are new views and visual connections with the existing
settlement and surrounding area incorporated into the
proposal?
−− Are new landmarks to be formed within the proposals?

Building line and boundary
treatment

−− Does the proposal respect the existing building line
and harmonise with the adjacent properties?
−− Have the appropriateness of the boundary treatments
been considered in the context of the site?
−− Building heights and roofline
AECOM

−− Does the proposed development compromise the
amenity of adjoining properties?
−− Does the proposal overlook any adjacent properties or
gardens?
−− Has careful attention been paid to height, form,
massing and scale of new buildings? Is it appropriate to
reflect the adjacent scale or could a taller development
be considered?
−− If a proposal is an extension, is it subsidiary to the
existing property so it does not compromise its
character?

Architectural details and
materials

−− Has the local architectural character and precedent
been demonstrated in the proposals?
−− If the proposal is a contemporary design, are the
details and materials a sufficiently high enough quality
and does it relate specifically to the architectural
characteristics and scale of the site?
−− What are the distinctive materials in the area, if any?
Do the proposed materials harmonise with the local
vernacular?
−− Does the proposal use high quality materials?
−− Have the details of the windows, doors, eaves and roof
details been addressed in the context of the overall
design?

Parking and utilities

−− Has adequate provision been made for car and cycle
parking both private and public?
−− Do the proposed private car and cycle parking
locations complement the existing provision or
introduce new approaches? If new, do these new
approaches change the character of the street?
−− Has adequate provision been made for bin storage
including facilities for waste separation and recycling?
−− Is the location of the bin storage facilities appropriate
in relation to the travel distance from the collection
vehicle?
−− Has the impact of the design of bin storage facilities
been considered, including quality of materials and
location on the whole development? Could additional
measures be incorporated to help integrate facilities
into the development?
−− Has the location of utilities including appropriate
maintenance access been integrated into the
proposal?
−− Is the use of energy saving/efficient technologies
encouraged and maximised? Are these technologies
integrated into the proposal and not ‘bolt on’?
−− Has the lighting scheme been designed to avoid light
pollution?
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Design Code 1: Settlement pattern

4.3. Design codes
The guidelines in this section should be applied as a
starting point to all new development, regardless of where
it is in the parish. These guidelines advocate characterled design which responds to and enhances the existing
townscape. Reference to context does not mean to
copy or use pastiche solutions. It means responding to
what is around as inspiration and influence and it could
be a contemporary solution that is in harmony with the
surroundings.

Cluster development

Existing small settlement pattern are clustered at the junction of two or more roads. Any
new development should fit into the current structure of the Parish.
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PrOW Network

Properties adapted to the topography

Properties set back from the street

- Development should avoid areas at risk of flooding.

- Streets should be gently meandering lanes – providing interest and evolving views.

- Ensure connections such as ProW’s and cycle routes maintain their
connection to existing local facilities and continue to provide recreational
value to the Parish. PRoW diversions should be considered carefully.

- Houses should be set back from the street beyond well-vegetated front gardens.

- Streets must meet the technical highway requirements as well as be considered as
a ‘social space’ to be used by all, not just motor vehicles. It is essential that the design
of new development should include streets that incorporates needs of pedestrians,
cyclists and if applicable public transport users.

AECOM

Street facing properties

- Distribution of land uses should respect the general character of the area and road
network, and consider the degree of isolation, avoid light pollution and conserve levels of
tranquillity.
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Code 2: Green spaces, public realm and streetscape

Open plan front gardens maintained as lawn and vegetation contributes to the rural
character. Recommended front garden length: 3m minimum.
Highly vegetated front gardens

Well vegetated front gardens that contributes to the rural character of
Deerhurst Parish.

Adopted telephone box used as
library
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Footpaths within the Nature Reserve

Properties overlooking the duck pond

Mature trees lining the streets
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Code 2: Green spaces, public realm and streetscape
Design Guidance:
- Enhance the character of the space by arranging main buildings, façades and entrances
facing them, with the addition of well-vegetated front gardens. This creates a sense of
place, improves natural surveillance and fosters social interaction.
- Loss of trees, hedgerows and woodland, because of development, should be avoided
wherever possible. Unavoidable losses should be replaced with new planting that meets or
exceeds the spatial extent and quality that has been lost.
- Enhance green infrastructure by arranging the streets with grass verges and vegetation
to maintain the connection throughout the Parish.
- Materials in the public realm should be selected to complement the character of the
building and street, keeping the range and type of materials to a minimum. Materials
should be of a good quality, durable and easy to maintain.
- The new development should provide appropriate space to the location and size of the
dwelling, prefeably through front and rear gardens and grass verges.
- Developments should ensure that surrounding green spaces remain easily manageable
and accessible. Green spaces offer amenity space to the local community.

AECOM
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Code 3: Pattern and layout of buildings
This plan brings together many of the
elements of the Deerhurst Parish code
where they relate to the pattern and layout
of buildings.
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Design Guidance:
- Layout of any new development should generally follow the
arrangement of surrounding buildings.
- New development should avoid floodplains and flood prone
areas.
- Where building occurs in Deerhurst, Deerhurst Walton and
Walton Hill, properties should be detached in order to fit in with
the existing character and settlement of the area.
- Building type, layout and density should reinforce character and
hierarchy of the street. Densities should transition sensitively
between dense central areas to open settlement edges.

Properties are staggered vertically (LCA02)

Properties slightly set back from one another (LCA02)

Clustered on one side of the access lane (LCA01)

Properties are influenced by the flooding risk (LCA03)

- Properties should be set back from the road by front gardens
and/or driveways, with either side facing or front facing access.
- New development should apply a variety of housing types that
reflect the existing fabric of the village, avoiding repetition along
streets.

Properties are set back with large driveways (LCA03)

AECOM
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Code 4: Hertiage Assets
Design Guidance:

- Development in sensitive areas such as Deerhurst
Scheduled Monument, should use similar design and high
quality materials to intergate with the surrounding materials.
- The settting of heritage assests should be preserved and
where possible enhanced.
- Any new development should be limited, and intergrated
into the historic pattern provided the design and layout of
the new buildings respect the layout and character of the
settlement.

Deerhurst School now used for residential purposes (LCA01)

Odda’s Chapel (LCA01)

- Alterations and extensions of historic buildings should
respect the host building. Replacement of historic and
traditional features, such as timber windows and doors with
uPVC and other modern non-traditional building materials
should be avoided. Extensions should be appropriate to the
mass, scale and desing of the main buildings.

Ringer’s Cottage (LCA02)

St Mary’s Priory Church (LCA01)
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Upper Farm Farmhouse (LCA03)
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Code 5: Views and landmarks
Design Guidance:

-Spectacular views and open spaces in the Parish are
unique and in need of protection. The siting and design of
proposed development should take into account these
views ensuring that the development does not cause
detrimental effect.
- Odda’s Chapel is a key landmark locally, nationally
and internationally due to the period in which it was
constructed 10 years before the Norman conquest.

Views of undulating topography (LCA01)

Views of undulating landform (LCA02)

- The A38, to the Eastern edge of the Parish, sits on a
ridge, giving views to the Cotswold escarpment to the
west and the Malvern Hills to the East.
- The B4213 gives rise to views of the undulating landform,
St Mary’s Priory Church and Malvern Hills in the distance
to the North West.
- The lanes, public rights of way and high ground around
Deerhurst give clear views of St Mary’s Priory Church and
the Malvern Hills.
-From Junction of Court Drive and School Road in
Apperley, the view of The Green includes the war
memorial, willow trees, the duck pond and Holy Trinity
Church.

Views across the River Severn (LCA04)

- The Farmer’s Arms Inn provides views of the Cotswold
Escarpment and the undulating landform to the East.

Views of Odda’s Chapel (LCA01)

AECOM

Views of undulating landform and the Cotswold Escarpment
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Code 6: Building line and
boundary treatments
Design Guidance:

- Buildings should generally be arranged so that the main
façade/entrance faces the street. Property boundaries
should be defined by walls or hedges, whichever is
most appropriate to the surrounding area, adhering to a
consistent plot line.
- Boundary treatments should reinforce the sense of
continuity of the building line and help to define the street,
appropriate to the rural character of the area. Boundaries
should avoid impairing natural surveillance.

Timber picket fencing (LCA01)

Grey stone wall (LCA02)

- Boundary treatment should reinforce the sense of
continuity and should be appropriate to the rural character
of the area. For example low hedgerows and brick walls are
typical within Deerhurst Parish.
- Properties should have rear gardens and in most cases
a front garden,although this may vary depending on
the street hierarchy and streetscape character and be
sympathetic with surrounding properties.

Brick walls with decorative climbing plants (LCA03)

Brick wall with decorative railing features (LCA01)

Grass verges and vegetation (LCA01, also 02 and 03)
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Code 7: Building heights and roofline

Design Guidance:
- Heights of new buildings should not exceed two storeys, which is the
maximum for residential properties within the settlement.
- The height and roof forms should allow glimpses of long-distance views.
- The existing roofline of adjoining properties should be respected to create
a consistent roofline and rhythm along the street. Roof pitches should vary
to match those elsewhere in the Parish.
- The scale, massing and height of any new development should relate to the
width of the street or open space. A well-balanced ratio should be achieved
that works with the road hierarchy to create a positive environment that
balances place and movement.

AECOM
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- Scale of the roof should always be in proportion with the
dimensions of the building itself.
- Local traditional roof detailing elements should be
considered and implemented where possible in cases of
new development. These elements include clay tiles, slate
tiles, wooden tiles and thatch with decorative detailing.
Any concrete tiles should be avoided, but where used
should be sympathetic and of high quality.

Staggered roofline (LCA01)

Altered thatched roof (LCA01)

Garages provide interest to the roofline (LCA02)

Two storey hipped roof properties (LCA02)
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Properties look staggered due to the topography (LCA02)
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Design Code 8: Building modifications, extension
and plot infill
Design Guidance:

- Building modifications should be sympathetic to the character of the building being
modified and the surrounding properties.
- Infill development may be successfully integrated provided the design and layout of
the new buildings respect the traditional street scene, density and character of the
settlement.
- The mass, scale and height of infill development should be in keeping with the existing
building line and surrounding properties as well as the surrounding area where the new
development stands.
- Extensions to existing dwellings should reference the scale and local vernacular of
existing buildings to determine the most appropriate proportions for the addition.

Solar panels (LCA02)

- The Permitted Development Rights for Householders (MHCLG, 2019) contains more
detailed information on building modifications and extensions, setting out what is usually
permitted without planning permission. This is summarised in Appendix D.

Additional balcony features added property (LCA01)
AECOM

Additonal garage structure (LCA01)
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Deisgn Code 9: Architectural details

Proposed building façades should indicate the importance of each storey using
composition of materials and architectural details.
Contemporary architectural solutions may be appropriate, but they must be
well considered, high-quality designs which use materials which reinforce or
complement the local vernacular, forms, massing and detailing to reflect the
existing built fabric of Deerhurst Parish.

9A- Porches

9B- Decorative brickwork
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9C-Brick chimneys
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9E- Staggered roofline

9G- Gable roofs

9H-Sympathetic garage doors
features

9D- Varied dormer windows

AECOM

9F-Sympathetic uPVC windows
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Design code 10: Materials

The materials and colour palette used throughout Deerhurst
Parish contributes to the rural character of the area.
It is essential that the proposed developments are of a high
quality and reinforce the local distinctiveness of the area.
The palette of materials should be selected based on an
understanding of the surrounding built environment and
are characteristic of Deerhurst Parish. This means using
those materials present on pre-20th century buildings in the
locality.
The palette of materials and finishes should be selected
based on a study of the site, its setting and the local
context.

Example roof materials

Example facade materials

Clay tiles

Combined materials

Example of access to properties

Sympathetic concrete tiles

Timber

Thatch

Painted bricks

Red bricks

Painted render

Flat access

Low lying kerbs

Grass verges

Colour palette
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5. Deliverability
5.1. Delivery Agents

5.2. Deliverability

The design guidelines will be a valuable tool for securing context-driven, high quality
development in Deerhurst Parish Neighbourhood Plan. They will be used in different ways
by different actors in the planning and development process, as summarised in the table
below:

The National Planning Policy Framework (paragraph 35) emphasises that a proportionate
evidence base should inform plans. Based on a ‘positive vision for the future of each
area; a framework for addressing housing needs and other economic, social and
environmental priorities; and a platform for local people to shape their surroundings’ (see
paragraph 15). Policies should be ‘underpinned by relevant and up-to-date evidence.
This should be adequate and proportionate, focused tightly on supporting and justifying
the policies concerned, and take into account relevant market signals’ (paragraph 31).
Crucially planning policies ‘should not undermine the deliverability of the plan’ (paragraph
34).

Actor

Applicants, developers and landowners

Local Planning Authority

Parish Council
Community organisations
Statutory consultees
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How they will use the design guidelines

As a guide to the community and Local
Planning Authority expectations on design,
allowing a degree of certainty – they will
be expected to follow the Guidelines as
planning consent is sought.
Where planning applications require
a Design and Access Statement, the
Statement should explain how the Design
Guidelines have been followed.

As a reference point, embedded in
policy, against which to assess planning
applications.
The Design Guidelines should be discussed
with applicants during any pre-application
discussions.
As a guide when commenting on planning
applications, ensuring that the Design
Guidelines are followed.
As a tool to promote community-backed
development and to inform comments on
planning applications.

Neighbourhood Plans need to be in general conformity with the strategic policies in the
corresponding Local Plan. Where new policy requirements are introduced (that carry
costs to development) over and above Local Plan and national standards it is necessary
to assess whether development will remain deliverable. The principles and guidance
set out in this document and within the Neighbourhood Plan’s policies are aligned with
national policy and non-statutory best practice on design.
The values and costs of construction between new developments and within new
developments will vary based on location, situation, product type, design (architecture,
placemaking etc.) and finish; and the state of the market at the point of marketing the
properties. The guidelines herein constitute place making principles and guidance to
help interpret and apply the statutory policies within the Neighbourhood Plan. Good
design is not an additional cost to development and good placemaking can result in
uplifts in value.

As a reference point when commenting on
planning applications.
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